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Audio description (AD) is a narrative technique which provides complementary information
regarding the where, who, what and how of any audiovisual content. It translates the visuals
into words. The principal function of this ad hoc narrative is to make audiovisual content
available to all: be it a guided city tour of Barcelona, a 3D film, or a Picasso painting. Audio
description is one of the younger siblings of Audiovisual Translation, and it is epigonic to the
audiovisual translation modality chosen. This book is the first volume on the topic written in
English and it brings together an international team of leading audio description teachers,
scholars, and practitioners to address the basic issues regarding audio description strategies.
Using one stimulus, Quentin Tarantino’s film Inglourious Basterds (2009), the authors
analysed what, when, where and how to audio describe. The book is written in a collaborative
effort, following a bottom up approach. The many issues that surfaced in the process of the
analysis were grouped in broader categories represented in the ten chapters this book
contains. A good example of a successful international collaboration, the volume sets a robust
practical and theoretical framework for the many studies on audio description to come in the
future. Considering the structure of the individual contributions, the book is not only oriented
towards the identification of the challenges that await the describer, but it also offers an insight
into their possible solutions.
Housing First guides organizations through the implementation of the evidence-based
Pathways model to end homelessness and teaches how to apply it in ongoing work with those
who have co-occurring severe mental health and substance use disorders. Developed by
Pathways to Housing National, this internationally adopted model advocates providing housing
first, followed by other services for homeless people with co-occurring disorders: team-based
psychiatric, addiction, and employment counseling. This manual details the principles of the
"Housing First" approach, using case examples and a checklist to ensure fidelity of
implementation and day-to-day practice. It shows how the operations of Housing First embody
the program's philosophy, offering tools for assembling and managing the two commonly used
models of support service teams; securing property and engaging landlords; assisting clients in
setting up their apartments; and incorporating other evidence-based programs, such as
integrated dual disorders treatment (IDDT) and Supported Employment.
In l978 Sontag wrote Illness As Metaphor. A cancer patient herself at the time, she shows how
the metaphors and myths surrounding certain illnesses, especially cancer, add greatly to the
suffering of the patients and often inhibit them from seeking proper treatment. By demystifying
the fantasies surrounding cancer, Sontag shows cancer for what it is - just a disease. Cancer is
not a curse, not a punishment, certainly not an embarrassment, and highly curable, if good
treatment is found early enough. Almost a decade later, with the outbreak of a new,
stigmatised disease replete with mystifications and punitive metaphors, Sontag wrote Aids and
its Metaphors, extending the argument of the earlier book to the AIDS pandemic.
This report reflects long-term, in-depth discussion and debate by participants in the Latin
American Roundtable on Corporate Governance.
This third volume in the Media for All series offers a diverse selection of articles which bear
testimony to the vigour and versatility of research and developments in audiovisual translation
and media accessibility. The collection reflects the critical impact of new technologies on AVT,
media accessibility and consumer behaviour and shows the significant increase in
collaborative and interdisciplinary research targeting changing consumer perceptions as well
as quality issues. Complementing newcomers such as crowdsourcing and potentially universal
emoticons, classical themes of AVT studies such as linguistic analyses and corpus-based
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research are featured. Prevalent throughout the volume is the impact of technology on both
methodologies and content. The book will be of interest to researchers from a wide range of
disciplines as well as audiovisual translators, lecturers, trainers and students, producers and
developers working in the field of language and media accessibility.
Explores more than 250 years of manufacturing history, arguing that the rise of China and
India is not necessarily the death knell of the U.S., U.K., German and Japanese economies, if
only those nations can adapt.
This open access book introduces the human development model to define disability and map
its links with health and wellbeing, based on Sen’s capability approach. The author uses panel
survey data with internationally comparable questions on disability for Ethiopia, Malawi,
Tanzania and Uganda. It presents evidence on the prevalence of disability and its strong and
consistent association with multidimensional poverty, mortality, economic insecurity and
deprivations in education, morbidity and employment. It shows that disability needs to be
considered from multiple angles including aging, gender, health and poverty. Ultimately, this
study makes a call for inclusion and prevention interventions as solutions to the deprivations
associated with impairments and health conditions.
Audio description is one of the many services available to guarantee accessibility to
audiovisual media. It describes and narrates images and sounds and resulting audio is then
mixed with the original soundtrack. Audio description is a complex process that touches
production, distribution and reception. Researching Audio Description: New
Approachesgathers academic information and data from the many existing research projects,
practices, and training across the world. The book has a telescopic approach, from two
introductory chapters where accessibility in general is contextualised as a human right, and the
basic concepts of disability and impairment are explored. Research on specific features for
audio description script drafting are focused in the second part of the book, with a view to
revising existing funded projects and their outcomes. The book offers a wealth of information
on both the practical and philosophical, from different approaches in perception and cognition,
and different research methodologies. Project information contained in the contributions
identifies trends in current research-funded studies which will be valuable as a pointer towards
future proposals. The book shows the dynamic state of audio description practice, training and
research, while contributing towards the growing critical mass needed in building the field of
accessibility studies.
The Routledge Encyclopedia of Interpreting Studies is the authoritative reference for anyone
with an academic or professional interest in interpreting. Drawing on the expertise of an
international team of specialist contributors, this single-volume reference presents the state of
the art in interpreting studies in a much more fine-grained matrix of entries than has ever been
seen before. For the first time all key issues and concepts in interpreting studies are brought
together and covered systematically and in a structured and accessible format. With all entries
alphabetically arranged, extensively cross-referenced and including suggestions for further
reading, this text combines clarity with scholarly accuracy and depth, defining and discussing
key terms in context to ensure maximum understanding and ease of use. Practical and unique,
this Encyclopedia of Interpreting Studies presents a genuinely comprehensive overview of the
fast growing and increasingly diverse field of interpreting studies.
Tiré du site Internet de JRP/Ringier : "Matias Faldbakken (*1973) is an artist and writer living in
Oslo. Son of the celebrated Norwegian author Knut Faldbakken, he has published two novels,
"The Cocka Hola Company" and "Macht und Rebel" under the alias Abo Rasul. Drenched with
acid humor and continuously hitting below the waist, his books immediately caused a
considerable stir in Norway. If, in these publications, he underlines the differences and
similarities between the so-called underground and the mainstream, and between the
"independent" and the "commercial" in everyday life, these subjects are also central to his art
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practice. Fascinated with systems of knowledge, power, order, and exchange, he shows an
interest in understanding how art and artists can be active participants in these systems.
Faldbakken studied at the National Academy of Fine Arts in Bergen as well as at the
Städelschule in Frankfurt am Main. He represented Norway in the Nordic Pavillion at the
Venice Biennial in 2005, as well as showing his work in the Wrong Gallery at the Whitney
Biennial, the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, the National Museum Oslo, the Sydney Biennial
and the KW Institute for Contemporary Art Berlin, among others."
Fumare è una dipendenza psicotossica e la nicotina è una sostanza psicoattiva morbosa. Il
testo indirizzato ad operatori e a consumatori, presenta i principali modelli terapeutici per il
trattamento di coloro che sono affetti da tabagismo. Sono indicati percorsi per smettere di
fumare e strumenti operativi per rimanere non fumatori.
Argues that doctors are deliberately misinformed by profit-seeking pharmaceutical companies
that casually withhold information about drug efficacy and side effects, explaining the process
of pharmaceutical data manipulation and its global consequences. By the best-selling author of
Bad Science.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
Popular and multimodal forms of cultural products are becoming increasingly visible within
translation studies research. Interest in translation and music, however, has so far been
relatively limited, mainly because translation of musical material has been considered
somewhat outside the limits of translation studies, as traditionally conceived. Difficulties
associated with issues such as the 'musicality' of lyrics, the fuzzy boundaries between
translation, adaptation and rewriting, and the pervasiveness of covert or unacknowledged
translations of musical elements in a variety of settings have generally limited the research in
this area to overt and canonized translations such as those done for the opera. Yet the
intersection of translation and music can be a fascinating field to explore, and one which can
enrich our understanding of what translation is and how it relates to other forms of expression.
This special issue is an attempt to open up the field of translation and music to a wider
audience within translation studies, and to an extent, within musicology and cultural studies.
The volume includes contributions from a wide range of musical genres and languages: from
those that investigate translation and code-switching in North African rap and rai, and the
intertextual and intersemiotic translations revolving around Mahler's lieder in Chinese, to the
appropriation and after-life of Kurdish folk songs in Turkish, and the emergence of rock'n roll in
Russian. Other papers examine the reception of Anglo-American stage musicals and musical
films in Italy and Spain, the concept of 'singability' with examples from Scandinavian
languages, and the French dubbing of musical episodes of TV series. The volume also offers
an annotated bibliography on opera translation and a general bibliography on translation and
music.
The book is the final report of the researches, discussions, conversations around and about
the Project PRIN Employability & Competences which took place on March 9th-?11th, 2017
within an International Conference at the University of Florence. It was the final event of the
project PRIN2012LATR9N which aims were: «to design innovative programs for higher
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education, to promote personalized and learner-centered teaching and learning, to build on job
competencies, to value talents to create new work opportunities, to support young adults
during their employment emergency, as a response to socio economic crisis and as a
citizenship action». The research activities concerned the main phases of the students’
academic life: career guidance upon entry, personalized teaching, career calling, professional
vocation, profession building activities such as internships and work related experiences, and
lastly job placement.
In English for the first time, a guide to the true secret structure of the Illuminati and their
invisible network made of various power structures, author Leo Lyon Zagami uses their internal
documents and reveals confidential and top-secret events. His book contends that the
presence of numerous Illuminati brotherhoods and secret societies—just as those inside the
most prestigious U.S. universities such as Yale or Harvard—have always been guides to the
occult. From the Ordo Templi Orientis (OTO)'s infiltration of Freemasonry to the real Priory of
Sion, this book exposes not only the hidden structure of the New World Order and the occult
practices but also their connections to the intelligence community and the infamous Ur-Lodges.
This state-of-the-art volume covers recent developments in research on audio description, the
professional practice dedicated to making audiovisual products, artistic artefacts and
performances accessible to those with supplementary visual and cognitive needs. Harnessing
the power of the spoken word, the projects covered in this book illustrate the value of
audiovisual content descriptions not only in relation to the role of breaking down physical,
cognitive and emotional barriers to entertainment, but also in informing broader media
practices such as video archive retrieval, video gaming development and application software
creation. The first section maps out the field, discusses key concepts in relation to new
developments and illustrates their application; the second part focuses on new audiences for
AD, whilst the third part covers the impact of new technologies. Throughout this book
contributors focus on methodological innovation, regarding audio description as an opportunity
to engage in multi-dimensional linguistic and user-experience analysis, as it intersects with and
contributes to a range of other research disciplines. This book is key reading for researchers,
advanced students and practitioners of audiovisual translation, media, film and performance
studies, as well as those in related fields including cognition, narratology, computer vision and
artificial intelligence.
This is the first textbook in this field of increasing importance for the food and cosmetics
industries. It is indispensable for future students of food technology and food chemistry as well
as for engineers, technologists and technicians in the food industries. It describes the
principles of food physics starting with the very basics – and focuses on the needs of
practitioners without omitting important basic principles. It will be indispensable for future
students of food technology and food chemistry as well as for engineers, technologists and
technicians in the food industries. Food Physics deals with the physical properties of food, food
ingredients and their measurement.
Three acknowledged experts in search engine optimization share guidelines and innovative
techniques that will help you plan and execute a comprehensive SEO strategy. Complete with
an array of effective tactics from basic to advanced, this third edition prepares digital marketers
for 2016 with updates on SEO tools and new search engine optimization methods that have
reshaped the SEO landscape Novices will receive a thorough SEO education, while
experienced SEO practitioners get an extensive reference to support ongoing engagements.
Comprehend SEO’s many intricacies and complexities Explore the underlying theory and
inner workings of search engines Understand the role of social media, user data, and links
Discover tools to track results and measure success Examine the effects of Google’s Panda
and Penguin algorithms Consider opportunities in mobile, local, and vertical SEO Build a
competent SEO team with defined roles Glimpse the future of search and the SEO industry
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Visit the book website (http://www.artofseobook.com) for FAQs and to post your own burning
questions. You’ll have access to special offers and discounts on various SEO tools and
services. You can also get exclusive access to instructional videos related to the concepts in
the book by sending an email to bonuses@artofseobook.com.
Europe’s boundaries have mainly been shaped by cultural, religious, and political conceptions
rather than by geography. This volume of bilingual essays from renowned European scholars
outlines the transformation of Europe’s boundaries from the fall of the ancient world to the age
of decolonization, or the end of the explicit endeavor to “Europeanize” the world.From the
decline of the Roman Empire to the polycentrism of today’s world, the essays span such
aspects as the confrontation of Christian Europe with Islam and the changing role of the
Mediterranean from “mare nostrum” to a frontier between nations. Scandinavia, eastern
Europe and the Atlantic are also analyzed as boundaries in the context of exploration,
migratory movements, cultural exchanges, and war. The Boundaries of Europe, edited by
Pietro Rossi, is the first installment in the ALLEA book series Discourses on Intellectual
Europe, which seeks to explore the question of an intrinsic or quintessential European identity
in light of the rising skepticism towards Europe as an integrated cultural and intellectual region.
"The early settlers dubbed California The Golden State, and The Land of Milk and Honey.
Today there are the obvious ironies -- sprawl, spaghetti junctions and skid row--but the place is
not so easily distilled or visualized, either as a clichéd paradise or as its demise. There's a
strange kind of harmony when it's all seen together--the sublime, the psychedelic, the selfdestructive. Like all places, it's unpredictable and contradictory, but to greater extremes.
Cultures and histories coexist, the beautiful sits next to the ugly, the redemptive next to the
despairing, and all under a strange and singular light, as transcendent as it is harsh. The
pictures in this book begin in the desert east of Los Angeles and move west through the city,
ending at the Pacific. This general westward movement alludes to a thirst for water, as well as
the original expansion of America, which was born in the East and which hungrily drove itself
West until reaching the Pacific, thereby fulfilling its "manifest" destiny." -- Publisher's
description

An internationally recognized expert on behavior change presents a revolutionary
approach to personal improvement that converts scientifically proven techniques into a
90-day plan with five simple steps. 35,000 first printing.
This book sheds light on the emotional side of risk taking behaviour using an innovative
cross-disciplinary approach, mixing financial competences with psychology and
affective neuroscience. In doing so, it shows the implications for market participants
and regulators in terms of transparency and communication between intermediaries
and customers.
Conoscere la dipendenza eccessiva e la trappola del giochi d’azzardo, aiuta a
comprendere un fenomeno di alto costo sociale. Le illusioni, il desiderio di vincere, la
difficoltà di controllare l’impulso di scommettere e non riuscire a smettere nonostante le
cospicue perdite di denaro e le conseguenze familiari, riguarda la patologia distruttiva
del giocatore compulsivo. Il testo fornisce strumenti di valutazioni e strategie
d’intervento utili per contenere e trattare soggetti alla ricerca di sensazioni estreme e
per la prevenzione di ricadute.
This book, based on authoritative sources and reports, links environmental
communication to different fields of competence: environment, sustainability,
journalism, mass media, architecture, design, art, green and circular economy, public
administration, big event management and legal language. The manual offers a new,
scientifically based perspective, and adopts a theoretical-practical approach, providing
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readers with qualified best practices, case studies and 22 exclusive interviews with
professionals. A fluent style of writing leads the readers through specific details,
enriching their knowledge without being boring. As such it is an excellent preparatory
and interdisciplinary academic tool intended for university students, scholars,
professionals, and anyone who would like to know more on the matter.
This book is a timely addition to the fast-growing international debate on Integrated
Reporting, which offers a holistic view of the evolution and practice of Integrated
Reporting. The book covers the determinants and consequences of Integrated
Reporting, as well as examining some of the most relevant issues (particularly in the
context of the United States) in the debate about Integrated Reporting.
Futurescaping is an engaging guide to making better life decisions by adapting the best
elements of business planning for personal success. So many people manage brilliantly
at work, making smart and accountable decisions, yet let their personal lives slide into
gentle chaos. Futurescaping reveals the truths of corporate future planning, outlining
the importance and benefit of accountability and a clear bottom line. It focuses on the
enigmatic technique of scenario planning which enables organisations to plan decades
in advance, and shows how individuals can use the same technique to plan for their
own futures. Building on interviews with business leaders, life coaches and behavioural
economists, this engaging, clear-sighted book will allow you to build a model of your
future to help you make smarter choices in your career, family life, health and personal
finances. Presented with a dry wit, not only will Futurescaping help you to organise your
life, it will help you free yourself from entrenched thinking patterns by getting you to
think in a whole new way. If you've never believed planning could be liberating, prepare
to be wrong.
Translation of dalla parle delle bambine.
Vesuvius, Campi Flegrei, and Campanian Volcanism communicates the state-of-the-art
scientific knowledge on past and active volcanism in an area characterized by elevated
risk due to high-density population. Eruptions, lahars and poisonous gas clouds have
killed many thousands of people over recorded history, but volcanoes have given
people some of the most fertile soil known in agriculture. The research presented in this
book is useful for policymakers and researchers from these and other countries who
are looking for risk assessment and volcanic evolution models they can apply to similar
situations around the world. Naples and its surrounding area, in particular, the area
situated between Vesuvius and the Campi Flegrei volcanic area has a population in
excess of 4 million people. The volcanic areas that have similarly large populations in
proximity to dormant, but hazardous volcanoes, i.e., Indonesia and Central America can
also benefit from this work. Covers the fundamental science of volcanoes, including
new developments in the last decade relating to the use of crystals and melt inclusions
to model the nature and evolution of volatiles Includes the latest research on volcanism
in Southern Italy that is presented as a case study for active and inactive volcanoes
across the globe Presents research that is applicable around the world, for people,
scientists and policymakers living on, or near, active volcanoes
That's right, you already know Italian--even if you never took a language course in your
life! Many of the words you know in English are similar and often the same in Italian,
such as arte and delizioso. And pizza, bambino, and diva have been part of our lexicon
for so long you forget they were ever "foreign." You Already Know Italian is the easiest
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and fastest way to build your Italian vocabulary by using your prior knowledge as the
foundation for language learning. Inside you will find chapters devoted to three types of
words: familiar terms, identical and similar terms, and "falsely similar" terms. By
studying these words, you will realize just how many Italian words you already know
and how easy it is to pick up those terms that are close in meaning to their English
counterparts. You will have a 5,000-word Italian vocabulary in no time at all! Look how
much Italian vocabulary you already know: Familiar Italian terms: Amore--Love
Bandito--Outlaw Ciao--Hello Pasta--Pasta Simpatico--Agreeable Vino--Wine Italian
words identical or similar to English ones: Computer--Computer Jazz--Jazz
Leader--Leader Quota--Quota Uso--Use Virus--Virus But beware these falsely similar
words: Ago--Needle Camera--Room Fatto--Fact Salto--Jump Stare--To stand
Villano--Inconsiderate
This state-of-the-art book presents research-based practice guidelines that clinicians of
any orientation can use to optimize the therapeutic alliance. Leading proponents of the
major psychotherapeutic approaches explain just what a good alliance is, how to create
it, and how to recognize and repair alliance ruptures. Applications in individual, group,
couple, and family therapy are explored; case examples vividly illustrate the concepts
and techniques. Links between the quality of the alliance and client outcomes are
elucidated. A section on training fills a major gap in the field, reviewing proven
strategies for helping therapists to develop key relationship-building skills.
This is the first book to address formulaic language directly and provide a foundation of
knowledge for graduates and researchers in early stages of study of this important
language phenomenon. It is also suitable for students of linguistics, applied linguistics,
and language teacher education. The information that currently exists is scattered
throughout articles and book chapters across a range of subfields of linguistics and
applied linguistics. Over the past few decades there has been a steadily increasing
interest and research focus on the phenomenon of formulaic language in the fields of
linguistics and applied linguistics. Slowly, a consistent definition has emerged, centring
around the idea that formulaic sequences are multi-word units with specific meanings or
functions, and some evidence points to their being processed mentally as wholes.
Researchers from diverse backgrounds have identified the nature and roles of formulaic
sequences in language acquisition and production, in the construction of text and
discourse, in spoken and written language, and in language teaching. The increasing
volume, diversity, and complexity of the state of knowledge about this emerging area of
study is marshalled by this intelligent and well-written book.
Work is constantly reshaped by technological progress. New ways of production are
adopted, markets expand, and societies evolve. But some changes provoke more
attention than others, in part due to the vast uncertainty involved in making predictions
about the future. The 2019 World Development Report will study how the nature of
work is changing as a result of advances in technology today. Technological progress
disrupts existing systems. A new social contract is needed to smooth the transition and
guard against rising inequality. Significant investments in human capital throughout a
person’s lifecycle are vital to this effort. If workers are to stay competitive against
machines they need to train or retool existing skills. A social protection system that
includes a minimum basic level of protection for workers and citizens can complement
new forms of employment. Improved private sector policies to encourage startup
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activity and competition can help countries compete in the digital age. Governments
also need to ensure that firms pay their fair share of taxes, in part to fund this new
social contract. The 2019 World Development Report presents an analysis of these
issues based upon the available evidence.
At once an important social history of tobacco and smoking and a beautiful coffee table
book, A Token of Elegance is ideal for art and design historians, history students,
museum professionals, and collectors Of great interest to jewelry historians as many
cigarette holders were made for their international clientele by the major jewelry firms
and this is the first book where so many cigarette holders are catalogued and
photographedThe book offers an unprecedented look at cigarette holders through a
selection of approximately 125 pieces from the collection of Carolyn Hsu-Balcer. Its
introductory essay is both a social history of that world-changing leaf, tobacco, and a
design history of its accoutrements. It examines the history of smoking from its preColumbian roots in the Americas through to the present-day worldwide e-cigarette
craze, taking the reader on a journey from tobacco smoking as a sacred ritual, through
the controversies of its worldwide spread, and the machine-rolled cigarette's role in the
world wars and as a tool for European and American women's equality. Following the
illustrated essay is a luxurious catalogue of newly commissioned photography that
makes these diminutive objects pop off the pages with brilliant color and form. The
collection includes cigarette holders in their simplest incarnations -- the disposable
promotional holders given away at trendy New York nightclubs -- to their most exquisite
-- the work of Faberge, Cartier, Tiffany, Van Cleef & Arpels, and other renowned
jewelers of the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Contents: Foreword by Carolyn
Hsu-Balcer; Introduction; Chapter 1: Tobacco's Journey from the New World to the Old:
Medicine and Pleasure; Chapter 2: The Rise of Cigarette Culture: The Nineteenth and
Early Twentieth Centuries; Chapter 3: Smoking, Sociability, and a New Modern Era:
From the First World War to the Second; Chapter 4: The Cigarette Holder's Peak and
Fall: A New Culture of Smoking; Catalog; Appendix: Materials Used in Cigarette
Holders; Acknowledgments; Photo Credits."
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